Abstract. We show that any relation between the simulation preorder and bisimilarity is EXPTIME-hard when systems are given as networks of nite state systems (or equivalently as automata with boolean variables, etc.). We also show that any relation between trace inclusion and ready trace equivalence or possible-futures equivalence is EXPSPACEhard for these systems. These results match the already known upper bounds and partially answer a conjecture by Rabinovich. They strongly suggest that there is no way to escape the state explosion problem when checking behavioural relations. For the branching-time relations, our proof uses a new construction that immediately applies to timed automata, a family of systems for which these complexity results are new.
Introduction
The model-checking approach to automated or computer-aided veri cation is now widely recognized as a promising development for system design, especially in the area of critical systems CGL96]. The main practical limitation of modelchecking is the well-known state explosion problem: the systems we check are built by composing several subsystems, they use variables and/or clocks, and a at equivalent transition system would have an exponential number of states. Therefore, even if model-checking at systems is tractable, verifying non-at systems has been a major challenge since the beginning.
The state explosion problem can be considered from a pragmatic or from a theoretical angle. The pragmatical approach aims, e.g., at designing symbolic methods that may bypass the state explosion in many practical cases BCM + 92]. The theoretical approach studies the structural complexity of model-checking non-at systems, i.e. systems described as combinations of nite-state components. The goal here is to understand better which veri cation problems have to face state explosion in an intrinsic way, which special way of combining subsystems could avoid state explosion, and what are the theoretical limits of all approaches, even the best pragmatical ones.
But what exactly are these non-at systems ? Di erent models exist: synchronized products of nite-state automata are a natural possibility, automata acting on boolean variables are another one, as well as 1-safe Petri nets. From a structural complexity perspective, these brands of non-at systems can all be succinctly encoded into each other and the complexity results hold robustly across many variant presentations. In this paper we consider synchronized products of automata (see section 2) but we keep the more general terminology of \non-at systems" in this introduction.
An overview of existing results. The literature is limited but the main questions have been answered:
Classical veri cation problems: The complexity classes of the main questions for non-at systems, like reachability, termination, deadlock-freedom, etc., are known (e.g., these three examples are PSPACE-complete). Most of these problems have been investigated in the framework of 1-safe Petri nets, where they were natural questions since the beginning. An excellent survey is Esp98].
Temporal logic: Model-checking PLTL, CTL, or CTL formulas on non-at systems is PSPACE-complete KVW98]. Model-checking the branching-time mu-calculus is EXPTIME-complete, even when restricted to the alternationfree fragment Rab97b,KVW98].
Behavioural equivalences and preorders: Trace equivalence of non-at systems is EXPSPACE-complete Rab97a] while bisimilarity is EXPTIMEcomplete JM96], as is simulation equivalence HKV97].
Behavioural equivalences. This third set of problems is where the existing results are the most incomplete when assessing the state explosion problem. One of the di culties here is that the linear time { branching time spectrum contains dozens of di erent semantical equivalences Gla90] (cf. Fig. 1 ).
However, some general methods apply to several equivalences at once: (1) JM96] shows EXPTIME-completeness of seven truly concurrent variants of bisimulation. One single construction su ces for the lower bounds since all seven equivalences coincide in the absence of concurrency.
(2) Rab97a] shows that all equivalences lying between trace equivalence and bisimilarity are PSPACE-hard. Note that this apply to all classical equivalences from Gla90] and also to any new equivalence, however fancy, one would care to de ne 1 . Rabinovich's result is impressive, even more since it has been convincingly argued Gla90, Pnu85, Mil89] that any interesting equivalence lies between these two extremes. However, the result is not optimal since not one relation between trace equivalence and bisimilarity is known to be in PSPACE for non-at systems. Indeed, Rab97a] conjectures that all these equivalences are EXPTIME-hard. Our contribution. We partially answer Rabinovich's conjecture. We prove EXPTIMEhardness of all equivalences (actually any relation) lying between the simulation preorder and strong bisimilarity, and EXPSPACE-hardness of all equivalences (actually any relation) lying between trace inclusion and ready trace equivalence or possible-futures equivalence.
These results have several important corollaries. First, they close (on non-at systems) the gap between lower-bound and upper-bound for the 11 relations van Glabbeek singles out as most fundamental in his linear time { branching time spectrum.
Secondly, they entail EXPTIME-hardness (over non-at systems) of all model-checking problems for temporal or modal logics able to specify bisimilarity or simulation. For example, since the branching-time modal mucalculus can state bisimilarity through a simple (modal depth 2) formula And93], EXPTIMEhardness of bisimilarity entails EXPTIMEhardness of model-checking mu-calculus formula over non-at systems (a result already known from KVW98, Rab97b] ).
Finally,our technique is interesting in itself: our construction for the branchingtime relations di ers from the approach in JM96] 2 . It originates from our investigations of complexity questions for Timed Automata AL99] and readily gives EXPTIME-hardness of all relations between (strong timed{) bisimilarity and simulation. To our knowledge this is the rst complexity characterization of behavioural equivalences over these models.
Plan of the paper. We rst give basic de nitions on ( at and non-at) systems, the behavioural equivalences we need (x 2) and alternating Turing machines (x 3). We then prove our generic EXPTIME lower bound (x 4) and our generic EXPSPACE lower bound (x 5). Upper bounds are given when they match the lower bounds. A trace from q 2 Q is any w = a 1 : : :a n 2 such that there exists q 0 ; q 1 ; : : : ; q n 2 Q with q = q 0 and q i?1 ai ?! q i for i = 1; : : : ; n (written q 0 w ?! q n ). If X i = ready(q i ) for i = 0; : : : ; n, then (X 0 ; a 1 ; X 1 ; a 2 ; X 2 ; : : : ; a n ; X n ) is a ready trace from q. We write Tr(q) (resp. RT(q), PF(q)) for the set of traces (resp. ready traces, possible futures) from q (where (w; S) 2 P( ) is a The hierarchy of equivalences. Gla90, Gla93] survey the main behavioural equivalences (and preorders) used in the semantics of concurrent systems. Van Glabbeek list dozens of di erent possibilities between the weakest (trace equivalence) and the strongest (bisimilarity). The most important stepping stones in this hierarchy are given in Fig. 1 .
As usual, for any such behavioural relation R, we write (C; q)R(C 0 ; q 0 ) when q R q 0 inside a disjoint sum system C + C 0 . We write C R C 0 when C and C 0 come with (often implicit) initial states, and (C; q 0 ) R (C 0 ; q 0 0 ). Non-at systems. A non-at system is a product of at systems. . For maximal generality, we prove our hardness results for products without relabeling (and our upper bounds through naive algorithms that easily handle relabelings) which is one more way we strengthen the results from Rab97a].
Alternating machines
An Alternating Turing Machine CKS81] (an ATM for short) is a tuple A = hQ; ; ; l; q 0 ; q F i where Q = fq; : : :g is the set of states, = fa; ::g is the tape alphabet containing a special blank symbol (denoted by }), Q Q fL; Rg is the set of transitions, q 0 2 Q is the initial state, q F 2 Q is the nal (accepting) state and l : Q ! f_;^g labels each state as either disjunctive or conjunctive.
Q is thus partitioned by l into Q _ and Q^. We use letters r; r 0 ; : : : to denote conjunctive states, s; s 0 ; : : : for disjunctive states and q; q 0 ; : : : for both. W.l.o.g.
we require that q 0 ; q F 2 Q _ , that = fa; bg, that each q 6 = q F is the source of a transition, and that an ATM has clean alternation, i.e. it moves from disjunctive to conjunctive states and vice versa. We assign to each transition in a number k 2 f1; : : : ; j jg and we will denote by t k the k-th transition. The moves of an ATM starting from some i.d. 0 can be arranged into a tree: the root node is labeled with 0 , and any node labeled by some has one child for every 0 s.t. ?! 0 . The order of the branches is not relevant so that there is only one tree starting from a given 0 . We call it the run of A from 0 .
The run of A on some input word x is its run from (x) def = (q 0 ; 1; x). Note that a run may be in nite, and that a node is a leaf if and only if it is labeled by a con guration without any successor.
For ATM's, accepting runs are de ned by seeing the run as an AND-OR tree.
Formally, for n 2 N, we say a run rooted at some disjunctive is accepting in n steps i it is a nal con guration or n 1 and one of its children is accepting in n ? 1 steps, while a run rooted at some conjunctive 4 is accepting in n steps i n 1 and all its children are accepting in n ? 1 steps (and there is at least one child). We say A accepts x in n steps i the run from (x) is accepting in n steps. A word x is accepted by A i there exists n 0 s.t. A accepts x in n steps.
We say A is linearly-bounded on x if any con guration (q; w; i) in the run of A on some x has jwj jxj (that is, the machine never uses more tape than what is needed by the input). A classical result says that the problem LB-ATM-ACCEPT :
input: an ATM A and a word x 2 s.t. A is linearly-bounded on x, output: yes i A accepts x, no otherwise.
is EXPTIME-complete.
4 EXPTIME-hard relations Theorem 4.1. Any relation lying between the simulation preorder and bisimilarity is EXPTIME-hard on non-at systems. This is our main technical result and the rest of this section is devoted to the proof, a logspace reduction from LB-ATM ACCEPT. The proof of EXPTIMEhardness of bisimilarity in JM96] is also based on a reduction from LB-ATM ACCEPT but, as mentioned in the introduction, the encoding is quite di erent.
The proofs of the next two lemmas assume familiarity in handling simulations and bisimulations.
4.1 Modeling an ATM by a non-at system Let A; w 0 be an ATM with a word of length n such that A = hQ; ; ; l; q 0 ; q F i is linearly-bounded on w 0 . We build a concurrent system S A;w0 = (B; C 1 ; : : : ; C n ) which models the run of A over w 0 . Each C i models the i-th tape cell: it can be in state a or b, and its initial state is w 0 (i) These transitions are called \type 1" and they synchronize with the corresponding transitions from the C i 's: a transition labeled \t k ; i" is enabled in S A;w0 i the current control state is q, the position of the head is i, and if C i contains the right value. Firing this transition modi es the value of C i , the control state and the head position so that the behaviour of A and its tape is faithfully emulated by the type 1 transitions. ) and S A;w0 can be built using only four counters, that is in space ln(n) + ln(jQj) + 2 ln(j j).
4.2 Relating A on w 0 and S A;w0 A con guration of S A;w0 has the form h ; e 1 ; : : : ; e n i where is a B state and e i 2 fa; bg is a C i state. We write such a con guration as h ; wi where w 2 n is given by w(i) = e i for i = 1; : : : ; n. h ; wi is said to be disjunctive (resp. conjunctive) depending on whether contains a disjunctive or conjunctive state of A. 
Upper bounds
Theorem 4.1 is in a sense optimal since the lower bounds it exhibits are optimal for the relations singled out in Fig. 1: Theorem 4.5. Bisimulation, 2-nested simulation, ready simulation, and simulation on non-at systems are EXPTIME-complete.
Proof (sketch). There only remain to show membership in EXPTIME. In all four cases this can be done by a reduction to model checking of a simple branchingtime mu-calculus formula. Such a reduction expresses a relation R via a mucalculus formula ' R in a way s.t. CRC 0 i (C;C 0 ) j = ' R whereC is a variant of C where the actions have been relabeled to avoid con icts with C 0 . For bisimulation this is done in And93], and the same technique apply to the other equivalences. We then rely on EXPTIME-completeness of mu-calculus model-checking for non-at systems KVW98,Rab97b]. De nition 4.6. A timed automaton TA over is a tuple hN; 0 ; Cl; Ei where N is a nite set of nodes, 0 2 N is the initial node, Cl is a nite set of clocks, E N L(Cl) 2 Cl N corresponds to the set of edges: e = h ; g; a; r; 0 i 2 E represents an edge from the node to the node 0 with action a, r denotes the set of clocks to be reset and g is the enabling condition (the guard) over the clocks of TA. We use the notation g;a;r ?! 0 .
A con guration of TA is a pair ( ; v) where is a node of TA and v a time assignment for Cl. Informally, the system starts at node 0 with the assignment v 0 which maps all clocks to 0. The values of the clocks may increase synchronously with time. At any time, the automaton whose current node is can change node by following an edge h ; g; a; r; 0 i 2 E provided the current values of the clocks The standard notion of bisimulation (and simulation) can be naturally extended to timed systems Cer93]: A strong timed (bi)simulation between TA and TB is a (bi)simulation between the associated labeled timed transition systems.
Theorem 4.8. Any relation lying between the simulation preorder and bisimilarity is EXPTIME-hard on timed automata.
Proof (sketch). Let A; w 0 be an ATM with a word of length n. We transform the automaton B de ned in section 4.1 into a timed automaton TB in such a way that the clocks Cl of TB encode the tape content. This encoding is used in AL99]. The transitions of TB use guards over the clocks to ensure a correct behavior, and reset operations are used to modify the tape content according to the performed transition. Therefore we obtain a single timed automaton instead of a parallel composition of nite automata.
TB uses 2n + 1 clocks: fx 1 ; : : : ; x n ; y 1 ; : : : ; y n ; tg. The clock t is used to ensure a delay of length 1 between two transitions of TB. The clocks x i and y i encode the value of the i-th tape cell by the following convention: C i = a (resp. C i = b) i x i = y i (resp. x i < y i ). Let t i be the ATM transition (q; e; q 0 ; e 0 ; d) : the transition (q; k) ti;k ?! (q 0 ; k + d) we used in B is replaced by a transition (q; k) t=1^g;ti;r ?! (q 0 ; k + d) where g is x i = y i (resp. x i < y i ) if e = a (resp. e = b), the reset set r is ft; x i g (resp. ft; Remark 4.9. Note that bisimulation and simulation for timed automata are EXPTIME-complete since the model-checking problem for the timed -calculus (which allows to express bisimilarityand similarity)is EXPTIME-complete AL99].
EXPSPACE-hard relations
Theorem 5.1. Any relation lying between trace inclusion and the intersection of ready trace equivalence and possible-futures equivalence is EXPSPACE-hard on non-at systems.
Proof (sketch). We adapt the proof, from JM96], that trace inclusion is EXP-SPACE-hard on non-at systems.
Their proof is a reduction from the problem of deciding whether the language de ned by a regular expression with interleaving is , which is known to be EXPSPACE-complete MS94]. Given any regular expression e built from f ; ; :; kg with jej = n, Jategaonkar and Meyer build a non-at system Net(e) over the alphabet f1; p g s.t. Tr(Net(e)) is (the pre x-closure of) f1 We can modify the previous model in a simple way to obtain Net(e; n) with n jej so that, for L(e) = i Net(e; n) = RT:PF Net( ; n) i Net( ; n) Tr Net(e; n). This will entail the result.
The main idea is to add a state end from which the enabled transitions are labeled by f1g and lead to end. From any state q, we add transitions q ?! end. By this way we have that RT(Net(e; n)) is (the pre x-closure of) Clearly, Net( ; n) Tr Net(e; n) i Net(e; n) = RT Net( ; n) i Net(e; n) = PF Net( ; n) i L(e) = . This gives the result. u t
Upper bounds
Theorem 5.1 is in a sense optimal since the lower bounds it exhibits are optimal for the relations singled out in Fig. 1: Theorem 5.2. Possible-futures equivalence, ready trace equivalence, failure trace equivalence, readiness equivalence, failures equivalence, completed trace equivalence and trace equivalence on non-at systems are EXPSPACE-complete.
Proof (sketch). We only need to prove membership in EXPSPACE. In all cases, this can be done by the naive algorithm, noting that the problems are in PSPACE for at systems (by simple reductions to language equivalence of non-deterministic automata).
Conclusion
We have shown that for non-at systems, any relation between the simulation preorder and bisimilarity is EXPTIME-hard, and that any relation between trace inclusion and ready trace equivalence is EXPSPACE-hard. This is a partial answer to the questions raised by Rabinovich Rab97a] 5 . Indeed, these results cover a large array of relations, and they give lower bounds matching the (obvious) upper bounds in the 11 relations van Glabbeek singles out as most prominent in his branching time { linear time spectrum.
For the EXPTIME-hard relations, our construction also applies to timed automata, where the lower bounds were not known.
This theoretical study has practical implications. It strongly suggests that there is no way to escape state explosion when checking non-at systems for some behavioural relation, at least not by some smart choice of which behavioural equivalence is chosen 6 . Attempts at general solutions should rather aim at nding a smart limitation of how non-at systems may be described. In such a quest, one should aim at forbidding the construction of our S A;w0 system (or any reasonably succinct equivalent encoding).
A related idea is to focus on the complexity of deciding whether S C where C is a xed system and where S is then the only input. For this measure, called implementation complexity, the results are no longer uniform. For example, for simulation we have that deciding whether S v C is still EXPTIMEcomplete HKV97] while for bisimulation, we have the following: Proposition 6.1. When C is xed, deciding whether S$C is PSPACE-complete.
Proof (Sketch). PSPACE membership combines the ability to build a CTL formula C such that S$C i S j = C BCG88] and the fact that CTL model checking of non-at systems is PSPACE-complete KVW98]. PSPACE-hardness is by reduction of the reachability problem in S.
